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Recently, the Meme Games ($MGMES) presale went live. $MGMES is predicted to be the official
coin of the 2024 Summer Olympics in Paris, making it one of the most popular meme coins of the
year.

 

This manual examines the project’s short- and long-term prospects, delves into $MGMES pricing
forecasts, and describes the presale process.
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The Meme Games ($MGMES) Price Prediction: Summary
 

Let’s begin by briefly summarising our $MGMES prediction:

 

End of 2024: On September 10, 2024, the Meme Games will go live on DEXs after raising money
with a presale during the Olympics. An initial price boom is predicted by some analysts, although
this depends on the general opinion towards cryptocurrencies. While some presale investors want to
hold for the medium-to-long term, others aim to achieve early returns.

 

End of 2025:a protracted bull cycle is predicted to be underway in the larger cryptocurrency
markets. As a result, $MGMES may appreciate to previously unheard-of levels; some analysts peg
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this at a multibillion dollar price. A rise in volatility is probably in store when early investors take
their profits.

 

End of 2030: Meme currencies like $MGMES may start their second bull cycle following yet
another Bitcoin halving and steadily rising worldwide popularity. Long-term holders will probably
make the most money here.
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What is The Meme Games ($MGMES)?
 

 

Using the Ethereum platform, a new cryptocurrency project called The Meme Games has emerged.
Two hot subjects, “meme coins” and the “2024 Paris Olympics,” have finally met at last. No formal
endorsement of its native token, $MGMES, has been made by the Olympic Games. But there’s
already a lot of excitement in the crypto community because it’s the first and only crypto initiative
centred on the Olympics.

 

In addition to being one of the top meme coins, $MGMES has gaming features. You get to pick from
five Olympic athletes, each representing a different country. From Germany, we have Brett, WIF,
Pepe, Turbo, and Doge. From Britain, we have WIF, Turbo, Pepe, and Doge.

 

A smart contract will select one athlete in an open and random manner. The presale investment of
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those who choose the corresponding athlete will be augmented by 25%. In an effort to improve their
chances of winning, some investors are buying presale tickets many times. Neither the amount of
investments nor the minimum amount is limited in any way.

The Meme Games presale has raised nearly $120,000 in the first day of its launch. For those who
want to jump on the presale early, the price goes up every few days. The best deal on a foundation of
$0.009 is available right now. Because of this, early investors can enjoy a quick profit. September
8th is the last day of the presale campaign. This happens at the same time as the closing ceremony
of the Paralympics.

 

The top decentralised exchanges will list $MGMES on September 10th. Once that happens, market
forces will decide on prices. On top of that, investors can receive passive income with The Meme
Games staking token. The current annual percentage yield (APY) is 4073%. But the incentives are
dynamic, so they go down as the staking pool fills up with more tokens.
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The Meme Games ($MGMES) Price History
 

 

Currently, the Meme Games are running a presale campaign to raise funding. Thus, there is no price
history for $MGMES. Still, we’ve raised about $120,000 in the first day, and the presale price is only
$0.009. The price today will fluctuate as the presale goes on in phases.

 

The good news for those hoping to participate in the presale is that there are no minimum amounts
required. To begin the presale, go to the website and link your wallet. Any wallet that can connect to
the BNB Chain or Ethereum networks will work.

 

You need to make sure that your wallet is holding a coin that is accepted, and on both networks, that
means ETH and USDT. Click “Confirm” after entering the quantity of $MGMES tokens you wish to
purchase.

 



Attention all presale participants: pick one of these five “meme athletes.”

 

Doge, Turbo, Pepe, Brett, and dogwifhat are some of the options. Picking the winning meme athlete
will earn you 25% more tokens than the other participants. Plus, presale participants can start
staking $MGMES right away. For most investors, it’s a no-brainer because the staking APY is now
4073%.

 

Read our comprehensive guide on purchasing The Meme Games token to learn all you need to know
to take part in the presale.
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The Meme Games ($MGMES) Price Predictions
 

Let’s review our price prediction for $MGMES in 2024, 2025, and 2030 once again.

 

Year Potential
Low

Average
Price

Potential
High

2024 $0.0045 $0.033 $0.90
2025 $0.78 $1.10 $2.82
2030 $3.40 $4.51 $7.67
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Just keep in mind that these price projections are entirely conjectural. Always conduct independent
study before making conclusions.
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The Meme Games ($MGMES) Price Prediction 2024
 

Those who put their money into meme coins in 2024 got a wild ride. Within the first three months,
the markets experienced growth that was never seen before. The Solana network had some of the
most significant gains, with WIF, BONK, and BOOK OF MEME among them. Coinciding with this
growth was the approval of Bitcoin ETFs and the Bitcoin halving event.

 

So, how does the present state of the market impact The Meme Games? The next altcoin season, and
many market experts’ expectations for a bull market, are still set for 2024. Although some analysts
think it could be towards the end of Q3, most appear to agree that it will come in Q4. The first DEX
listing for $MGMES is set for September 10th, 2024, thus the timing couldn’t be better.

 

Given the projected market capitalisation, it is crucial to note that presale investors may witness an
immediate price rise upon listing. We project a starting valuation of $19 million based on tokenomics
and the presale hard cap. There is a great deal of room for expansion for those that invest early on.
Some traders may immediately lock in their winnings because presale investors get a lower price.

 

Keeping this in mind, we anticipate an average price of $0.90 for $MGMES in 2024. There is a 100x
potential upside at the present presale price of $0.009. Our original projection saw this amounting to
$1.8 billion in market capitalisation. That being said, it is predicated on generally favourable crypto
market conditions.
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The Meme Games ($MGMES) Price Prediction 2025
 

$MGMES and other speculative meme currencies may have an even better year in 2025. If the last
three Bitcoin halvings are any indication, the peak worth of cryptocurrencies will occur in 2025.
Typically, this occurs around the third or fourth quarter of 2025, however it’s not always the case.

 

But there are many who predict that by the second quarter of 2025, The Meme Games’ market cap
might hit $3 billion. This would necessitate a price of around $1.48 for $MGMES, which is 163 times
the existing cost basis for the presale. A temporary price correction could occur in Q2 2025, though,
so it would be a chance to purchase low.

 

We expect a record high of $2.82 if bitcoin valuations reach their peak later in 2025. The Meme
Games would be worth around $6.5 billion at this point. If general acceptance hits new heights,
though, this 2025 pricing forecast might be conservative.
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The Meme Games ($MGMES) Price Prediction 2030
 

 

Predicting the Meme Games pricing in 2030 is already challenging. In that time, a lot can change,
particularly in the realms of legislation and technology. The 10-minute mining incentive gets cut in
half again when Bitcoin undergoes its fifth halving, which is crucial.

 

Cryptocurrencies may see a very bullish cycle in 2030, if historical trends provide any indication. It
is possible that $MGMES will reach a high of $7.67 before going into the next negative phase,
according to trends in previous cycles. To pull this off, the market cap would have to be around $18
billion, or around 850 times the current presale price.

 

Dogecoin and other meme leaders have the potential to surpass the trillion-dollar mark if this
materialises.

 

The Meme Games has to break through resistance levels and achieve important price points for this
rising trend to continue. It will be worthwhile to perform technical analysis on The Meme Games
over the coming years to see if it is on pace to achieve this height. This study will involve looking at
chart patterns, technical indicators, and on-chain activity. The price changes of $MGMES can be
better understood by taking a look at the larger cryptocurrency market as well as the meme
project’s fundamentals.
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What Affects The Meme Games Price?
 

The price activity of Meme Games will be influenced by a multitude of things. You must have a
thorough understanding of these aspects before you buy. Alright, then, let’s do just that.

 

Opinion on Meme Coins

 

In April of 2024, Bloomberg reported that hedge funds were purchasing meme coins at an
unprecedented rate. According to the report, this is typically the initial indicator of a positive market
cycle for cryptocurrencies. Importantly, the $MGMES price and trading volume are quite sensitive to
the general opinion around meme coins.

 

If meme currencies are seeing a pump, $MGMES may potentially explode. First quarter 2024 was a
banner year for meme coins generally, with some seeing gains of 100 times their initial investment
in only one week. Be mindful of crucial market events as a bearish meme coin industry could have a
negative impact on $MGMES.

 

 

Adoption by Institutions

 

Another important aspect to investigate is the rise in institutional adoption. Huge funds poured into
the Bitcoin market after its ETFs were approved in January 2024. Meme coins and other
cryptocurrencies were affected by this.

 

Meme currency values are directly related to institutional interest. Consequently, if more
institutional investors start buying $MGMES, the price can go up significantly.

 

 

The Attitude of Investors

 

Those who put money into The Meme Games today will also affect its value tomorrow. As an
example, once the DEX listing is live, some investors will sell their tokens. Secure the benefits of the
presale with this move.



 

Many investors, meanwhile, will be in it for the long haul in the hopes of reaping even greater
rewards. This is particularly true for individuals who are betting on $MGMES. Consequently, if more
investors get in, the upswing could last for a while. On the flip side, things can go wrong if a large
number of presale participants sell their shares too soon.

 

 

Roadmap

 

As with other meme coin projects, The Meme Games has a straightforward roadmap. Things like the
presale, token distribution, and exchange listings are going to take centre stage.

In the bonus game, which is part of the plan, presale participants might get a 25% increase to the
token allotment. Given that only one out of five athletes will emerge triumphant, investors’ odds of
winning are 20%.
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Conclusion
 

There is a lot of competition among new cryptocurrency projects, but The Meme Games stands out.
The idea that $MGMES will be the official meme coin of the 2024 Olympics has been around for a
while now.

 

Pre-sale for $MGMES has only recently started, and the listing market cap is only $19 million.
Although these forecasts are entirely conjectural, several analysts have speculated that $MGMES
might reach $1 billion by the year 2024.


